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Abstract
We discover the connection between the Berry curvature and the Riemann
curvature tensor in any kinematic space of minimal surfaces anchored on spheri-
cal entangling surfaces. This new holographic principle establishes the Riemann
geometry in kinematic space of arbitrary dimensions from the holonomy of modu-
lar Hamiltonian, which in the higher dimensions is specified by a pair of time-like
separated points as in CFT1 and CFT2. The Berry curvature that we constructed
also shares the same property of the Riemann curvature for all geometry: internal
symmetry; skew symmetry; first Bianchi identity. We derive the algebra of the
modular Hamiltonian and its deformation, the latter of which can provide the
maximal modular chaos as the modular scrambling modes. The algebra also dic-
tates the parallel transport, which leads to the Berry curvature exactly matching
to the Riemann curvature tensor. Finally, we compare CFT1 to higher dimen-
sional CFTs and show the difference from the OPE block.
2
1 Introduction
Holographic principle states that the physical degrees of freedom in quantum grav-
ity [1] is encoded on its boundary. One difficulty in studying quantum gravity is the
non-renormalizability problem in Einstein gravity theory [2]. The principle avoids the
problem by a boundary theory with a flat background. String theory is the only known
candidate for perturbative quantum gravity, and it leads to the holographic principle of
Anti-de Sitter/Conformal Field Theory (AdS/CFT) correspondence [3]. The correspon-
dence is still a conjecture, but it is convincing from practical calculations for various
cases. The success of the AdS/CFT correspondence suggests a probe of quantum grav-
ity from emergent spacetime.
The philosophy of the emergent spacetime is to obtain an equivalent description of
spacetime from other objects. Based on the holographic principle, boundary theory
is naturally expected to reconstruct bulk gravity theory. To understand the details,
knowing what objects geometry emerges from becomes the first important task. One
interesting observation of the emergent geometry is entanglement entropy in CFTd be-
tween the subregion and the complement region can be given by a co-dimensional two
surface with a minimal area in AdSd+1 (minimum surface) [4]. This implies that the
mechanism of generating spacetime should be quantum mechanical because the geo-
metric object is related to quantum information quantity. Hence studying quantum
information in a non-gravity theory should be the same as studying gravity and is even
simpler.
Using a conformal transformation, entanglement entropy with a spherical entangling
surface can be translated to thermal entropy. [5]. The AdS/CFT correspondence gives
a consistent result to the conjecture of holographic entanglement entropy [5]. Calcu-
lation of entanglement entropy in quantum field theory is usually based on a replica
trick, which is generic but hard [6, 7, 8, 9]. The minimum surface gives a simple way
of obtaining an exact formula for entanglement entropy. Developing practical methods
for quantum information quantities in a strongly coupled system is meaningful [10].
A linearized perturbation of the minimum surface is dual to the OPE block of a stress
tensor [11, 12]. The OPE block of a stress tensor also corresponds to a modular Hamil-
tonian [5]. Hence the modular Hamiltonian [13] is connected to the minimum surface.
A probe of the bulk gravity theory is necessary to build an operator dictionary. To
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reach the goal, it is convenience to relate quantum information quantities to correlation
functions [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. The OPE block provides such a connection. The
OPE block is to use the operator product expansion to organize bi-local operators [20].
The geometry of the kinematic space was obtained from a scalar OPE block, which
follows the Klein-Gordon equation [11, 12]. In this paper, the kinematic space is only
for co-dimension two minimal surfaces associated with spherical entangling surfaces.
For CFTd, the dimensions of the kinematic space are 2d. The geometry of the kinematic
space can be determined by symmetry but physical meanings of various quantities like
connection, Riemann curvature tensor, etc, are less known and worth a further study.
Hence constructing the geometric objects in the kinematic space from quantum field
theory is important. Recently, using the algebra of a modular Hamiltonian in CFT2,
people derive the modular Berry connection, which leads to the Berry curvature [21, 22].
In Lorentzian CFT1, it was shown that the Berry curvature is equivalent to the Rie-
mann curvature tensor [23]. This provides the Riemann geometry to the kinematic
space from the perspective of quantum field theory.
In this paper, we only consider a Lorentzian manifold. The kinematic space in Lorentzian
CFT1 was not discussed often because the bulk object is not related to any reduced
density matrix associated to a spatial subregion [24, 25, 26]. Recently, the authors pro-
posed that using the OPE block of a stress tensor to define the modular Hamiltonian
should be useful for a study of AdS/CFT correspondence although it possibly loses the
connection with entanglement [23].
The Berry connection gives a direct reconstruction of bulk spacetime from a quantum
information perspective. Quantum entanglement provides information about how to
entangle two subregions. Quantum entanglement should not be enough for the re-
construction of spacetime because it only refers to relate to other subsystems without
any dynamic information about itself. The goal of quantum chaos is to distinguish
integrable and chaotic quantum systems. Studying such a subject from a holographic
perspective should provide additional information to the emergent spacetime. Recently,
one quantum chaotic phenomenon, sensitivity on the initial condition, was studied holo-
graphically [28]. Direct computation in boundary theories also showed such a quantum
chaotic phenomenon [29, 30, 31]. These studies motivate a conjecture for a holographic
study of Einstein gravity theory from maximal quantum chaos [32]. The holographic
study, however, seems to show no connection between quantum chaos and quantum
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Figure 1: The relation of our generalization.
entanglement. More recently, the algebra of a modular Hamiltonian shows its sensi-
tivity on an initial deformation of a modular Hamiltonian [27], which should provide
information describing the dynamics of a system. Hence the kinematic space connects
two important directions of quantum information, quantum entanglement and quantum
chaos.
In this paper, we generalize the holographic principle of the kinematic space, associ-
ated with a spherical entangling surface in higher dimensional CFTs. The generalization
gives the geometric objects of a modular Hamiltonian to supply the geometric objects
of the kinematic space. The algebra of a modular Hamiltonian also connects quan-
tum chaos to quantum entanglement in this generalization. The relations of above
generalizations can be seen in Fig. 1. To summarize our results:
• We derive the algebra of a modular Hamiltonian with a spherical entangling sur-
face and its deformation, which leads to the geometric pictures and maximal
modular chaos as the modular scrambling modes for all CFTs. This gives a sys-
tematic derivation of the algebra for both 1d CFT [23] and higher-dimensional
CFTs [33] for the first time. The connection of quantum entanglement to quan-
tum chaos shows the usefulness of the definition of a modular Hamiltonian in
CFT1.
• We construct the modular Berry connection and Berry curvature. The Berry
curvature shows the internal symmetry, skew symmetry, and satisfies the first
Bianchi identity. This requires the geometry of a kinematic space to have a
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similar form of Riemann geometry. The modular Berry connection is used for
the parallel transport, and, we find that the Berry curvature is equivalent to the
Riemann curvature tensor in the kinematic space.
• We obtain a solution for the OPE block of a stress tensor. The reconstruction of
kinematic space in CFT1 should show the special value of the OPE block of a stress
tensor, defined as a modular Hamiltonian in this paper. Although the procedure
of the reconstruction is similar in all dimensions, the operator correspondence
should be different between CFT1 and the higher dimensional CFTs as OPE
block of a stress tensor in CFT1 has no connection to a reduced density matrix.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: We derive the algebra of a modular
Hamiltonian with a spherical entangling surface and use the algebra to show the max-
imal modular scrambling and obtain geometric objects like modular Berry connection
and covariant derivative in Sec. 2. The calculation of the commutator of the covariant
derivative is shown in Sec. 3. We use the result of the commutator to construct the Berry
curvature and show the equivalence between the Berry curvature and Riemann curva-
ture tensor in Sec. 4. Discussion of the difference in CFT1 and the higher-dimensional
CFTs is shown in Sec. 5. In the end, we discuss and conclude in Sec. 6. We give the
details of the derivation of the algebra of a modular Hamiltonian in Appendix A. The
solution of an OPE block in CFT1 is checked in Appendix B.
2 Algebra of Modular Hamiltonian
We consider the modular Hamiltonian of a spherical region A specified by a pair of
time-like separated points, xµ and yµ [5]. The algebra of the modular Hamiltonian and
its deformation for these points implies that scrambling modes of the deformation lead
to the maximum modular chaos. We also use the algebra to construct connection and
covariant derivative, giving a parallel transport. We provide details to the derivation
of the algebra of the modular Hamiltonian in Appendix A.
2.1 Modular Hamiltonian
The modular Hamiltonian is defined by
Hmod ≡ − ln ρA, (1)
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where ρA is a reduced density matrix of a region A, when the dimensions of spacetime
in boundary field theory are larger than one.
The modular Hamiltonian of a (d− 1)-dimensional ball-shaped region A in CFTd is [5]
Hmod =
∫
A
dΣµ TµνK
ν , (2)
in which the integration of the region A runs over
|~x− ~x0|2 ≤ R2 (3)
on a fixed time slice, and R is the radius of the sphere. The dimensions of the spacetime
in CFTd is labeled by µ = 0, 1, · · · , d−1. The Tµν is a traceless stress tensor. We choose
the conformal killing vector Kµ as the below [5]
Kµ(w)∂µ,w = − 2pi
(y − x)2
(
(y − w)2(xµ − wµ)− (x− w)2(yµ − wµ))∂µ,w, (4)
where
(y − x)2 ≡ ηµν(y − x)µ(y − x)ν , ηµν ≡ diag(−1, 1, 1, · · · , 1); (5)
∂µ,w ≡ ∂
∂wµ
. (6)
When we have:
wµ = xµ; wµ = yµ; (y − w)2 and (x− w)2 = 0, (7)
the conformal killing vector vanishes. Hence it preserves the causal diamond.
2.2 Algebra
We can generate an algebra of the modular Hamiltonian from the following identification
with the conformal killing vector
Hmod → iKρ∂ρ,w. (8)
The algebra of the modular Hamiltonian is:
[Hmod, Hmod] = 0;
[Hmod, ∂ν,xHmod] = −2pii∂ν,xHmod;
[Hmod, ∂ν,yHmod] = 2pii∂ν,yHmod. (9)
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The details of the deriving the algebra can be seen in Appendix. A. Note that the defor-
mation of Hmod with respect to tips (x
µ, yµ) of the causal diamond essentially becomes
the null deformation and the algebra above follows from those obtained in Ref. [33],
but the derivation only can be applied to d > 1 because the entangling surface is 0d for
CFT1. Recently, using the OPE block of a stress tensor ones can define the modular
Hamiltonian in CFT1 with a holographic correspondence [23]. Hence we want to use
the conformal killing vector to provide a systematic derivation. Moreover, the details
of Appendix A are also useful for obtaining [∂µ,yHmod, ∂ν,xHmod] that we will need.
2.3 Maximal Modular Scrambling
We can infinitesimally perturb the modular Hamiltonian, which can be done by de-
forming a region’s shape or perturbing a quantum state,
exp(−iHmods) exp
(
i(Hmod + δHmod)s
)
= exp
(
i
∫ s
0
ds′ exp(−iHmods′)δHmod exp(iHmods′) +O(2)
)
. (10)
Then we can find [27]
exp(−iHmods)δHmod exp(iHmods) ∼ exp(2pis)δHmod (11)
from
[Hmod, ∂y,νHmod] = 2pii∂y,νHmod. (12)
Hence we find the exponent
λ = 2pi, (13)
which saturates the bound [27].
Because we only use the algebra of the modular Hamiltonian, the saturation does not
depend on any detail of CFT. Hence the maximal modular scrambling is not enough to
distinguish chaotic theory from non-chaotic theory. Granted, it is hard to expect only
kinematic information like algebra can provide useful constraint to a holographic study
of Einstein gravity theory. Here we consider the deformation of the tips of a causal dia-
mond. Indeed, this choice of deformation is quite special. Hence our study suggests that
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the additional information of emergent spacetime should come from other deformations.
Here the modular Hamiltonian in CFT1 is defined by the conformal killing vector. Later
we will introduce the OPE block [11, 12] of a stress tensor relating to this modular
Hamiltonian.
2.4 Covariant Derivative
The algebra leads to the equation of a parallel transport and gives a modular Berry
connection Vδλ
∂λHmod = [Vδλ, Hmod], (14)
where
∂λHmod = (∂λx
µ)(∂µ,xHmod) + (∂λy
µ)(∂µ,yHmod);
Vδλ ≡ 1
2pii
(
(∂λx
µ)(∂µ,xHmod)− (∂λyµ)(∂µ,yHmod)
)
. (15)
Therefore, we can define the covariant derivative
DλH ≡ ∂λH − [Vδλ, H]. (16)
3 Commutator of the Covariant Derivative
The covariant derivatives are:
Dµ,xH = ∂µ,xH − 1
2pii
[∂µ,xHmod, H]; Dµ,yH = ∂µ,yH +
1
2pii
[∂µ,yHmod, H] (17)
for λ = xµ and λ = yµ respectively. We calculate the commutator of the covariant
derivatives, [Dµ,x, Dν,x], [Dµ,y, Dν,y], and [Dµ,x, Dν,y], here.
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3.1 [Dx, Dx]
We calculate [Dµ,x, Dν,x]:
[Dµ,x, Dν,x]H
= Dµ,x
(
∂ν,xH − 1
2pii
[∂ν,xHmod, H]
)
−Dν,x
(
∂µ,xH − 1
2pii
[∂µ,xHmod, H]
)
= ∂µ,x
(
∂ν,xH − 1
2pii
[∂ν,xHmod, H]
)
− ∂ν,x
(
∂µ,xH − 1
2pii
[∂µ,xHmod, H]
)
− 1
2pii
[∂µ,xHmod, ∂ν,xH] +
1
2pii
[∂ν,xHmod, ∂µ,xH]
− 1
4pi2
[∂µ,xHmod, [∂ν,xHmod, H]] +
1
4pi2
[∂ν,xHmod, [∂µ,xHmod, H]]
= − 1
4pi2
[[∂µ,xHmod, ∂ν,xHmod], H], (18)
in which we used
[A, [B,C]] + [B, [C,A]] + [C, [A,B]] = 0 (19)
in the last equality.
Now we show that [∂µ,xHmod, ∂ν,xHmod] vanishes:
[∂µ,xK, ∂ν,xK]
=
1
2
(
∂µ,x[K, ∂ν,xK]− [K, ∂µ,x∂ν,xK] + ∂ν,x[∂µ,xK,K]− [∂µ,x∂ν,xK,K]
)
=
1
2
(
∂µ,x[K, ∂ν,xK] + ∂ν,x[∂µ,xK,K]
)
=
1
2
(−2pi∂µ,x∂ν,xK + 2pi∂µ,x∂ν,xK)
= 0. (20)
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3.2 [Dy, Dy]
We calculate [Dµ,y, Dν,y]:
[Dµ,y, Dν,y]H
= Dµ,y
(
∂ν,yH +
1
2pii
[∂ν,yHmod, H]
)
−Dν,y
(
∂µ,yH +
1
2pii
[∂µ,yHmod, H]
)
= ∂µ,y
(
∂ν,yH +
1
2pii
[∂ν,yHmod, H]
)
− ∂ν,y
(
∂µ,yH +
1
2pii
[∂µ,yHmod, H]
)
+
1
2pii
[∂µ,yHmod, ∂ν,yH]− 1
2pii
[∂ν,yHmod, ∂µ,yH]
− 1
4pi2
[∂µ,yHmod, [∂ν,yHmod, H]] +
1
4pi2
[∂ν,yHmod, [∂µ,yHmod, H]]
= − 1
4pi2
[[∂µ,yHmod, ∂ν,yHmod], H], (21)
in which we used
[A, [B,C]] + [B, [C,A]] + [C, [A,B]] = 0 (22)
in the last equality. Hence this commutator vanishes as the [Dµ,x, Dν,x].
3.3 [Dx, Dy]
We calculate [Dµ,x, Dν,y]:
[Dµ,x, Dν,y]H
= Dµ,x
(
∂ν,yH +
1
2pii
[∂ν,yHmod, H]
)
−Dν,y
(
∂µ,xH − 1
2pii
[∂µ,xHmod, H]
)
= ∂µ,x
(
∂ν,yH +
1
2pii
[∂ν,yHmod, H]
)
− ∂ν,y
(
∂µ,xH − 1
2pii
[∂µ,xHmod, H]
)
− 1
2pii
[∂µ,xHmod, ∂ν,yH]− 1
2pii
[∂ν,yHmod, ∂µ,xH]
+
1
4pi2
[∂µ,xHmod, [∂ν,yHmod, H]]− 1
4pi2
[∂ν,yHmod, [∂µ,xHmod, H]]
=
1
pii
[∂µ,x∂ν,yHmod, H] +
1
4pi2
[[∂µ,xHmod, ∂ν,yHmod], H], (23)
in which we used
[A, [B,C]] + [B, [C,A]] + [C, [A,B]] = 0 (24)
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in the last equality. Then we use the conformal killing vector [5] to do the calculation:
1
pi
[∂µ,x∂ν,yK,H]− 1
4pi2
[[∂µ,xK, ∂ν,yK], H]
=
1
2pi
[∂µ,x∂ν,yK,H]
=
1
4pi2
[[∂µ,xK, ∂ν,yK], H], (25)
in which we used:
[∂µ,xK, ∂ν,yK] =
1
2
(∂µ,x[K, ∂ν,yK]− [K, ∂µ,x∂ν,yK] + ∂ν,y[∂µ,xK,K]− [∂µ,x∂ν,yK,K])
=
1
2
(∂µ,x[K, ∂ν,yK] + ∂ν,y[∂µ,xK,K])
=
1
2
(2pi∂µ,x∂ν,yK + 2pi∂µ,x∂ν,yK)
= 2pi∂µ,x∂ν,yK. (26)
Hence we obtain the non-trivial commutator:
[Dµ,x, Dν,y] = − i
2pi
∂µ,x∂ν,yHmod = − 1
4pi2
[∂µ,xHmod, ∂ν,yHmod]. (27)
4 Berry Curvature and Riemann Curvature Tensor
We first introduce the metric of a kinematic space, and then we construct the Berry
curvature. The Berry curvature has the familiar property of the Riemann curvature,
internal symmetry; skew symmetry; first Bianchi identity. After we substitute the
metric to the Berry curvature and Riemann curvature, they will give an equivalent
result. Here we show an explicit calculation to the simplest example, CFT1.
4.1 Metric in the Kinematic Space
The spacetime interval on the kinematic space is [12]
ds2 =
4
(x− y)2
(
− ηµν + 2(xµ − yµ)(xν − yν)
(x− y)2
)
dxµdyν , (28)
where
ηµν ≡ diag(−,+,+ · · · ,+). (29)
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The vielbein is defined by
gµν ≡ eµa−eνb+ηabη+−, (30)
where
η+− ≡ 1
2
, η++ = η−− = 0; (31)
ηab ≡ diag(−,+,+ · · · ,+). (32)
The internal indices are labeled by a, b = 0, 1, · · · , d− 1.
Our choice of the vielbein is:
eµ
a− ≡ 2
√
2√−(x− y)2 δµa; eµa+ ≡
√−(x− y)2√
2
gµbη
ba. (33)
The inverse of the vielbeins are given by:
ea−µ ≡
√−(x− y)2
2
√
2
δa
µ; ea+
µ =
√
2√−(x− y)2ηabgbµ. (34)
We define:
t ≡ 1
2
(x+ y); z ≡ 1
2
(y − x) (35)
when d = 1. Then the spacetime interval becomes:
ds2 = − 1
z2
(
dt2 − dz2 − 2(dt2 − dz2)
)
=
1
z2
(dt2 − dz2). (36)
This metric goes back to the dS2 metric. The construction of the geometry in the kine-
matic space has an ambiguity on an overall sign [12]. Hence the overall sign in CFT1
case is different from the higher-dimensional CFTs does not mean any inconsistency. In-
tegration over a co-dimensional two surface in Lorentzian CFTs maps operators in real
space to operators in a kinematic space [23]. In Lorentzian CFT1, the co-dimensional-
two surface is a point. Hence the kinematic space of CFT1 is AdS2 [23]. The metric in
the kinematic space has a minus sign when d = 1.
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Hence we will use the spacetime interval for d > 1
ds2 =
4
(x− y)2
(
− ηµν + 2(xµ − yµ)(xν − yν)
(x− y)2
)
dxµdyν (37)
and the spacetime interval for d = 1
ds2 = − 4
(x− y)2
(
− ηµν + 2(xµ − yµ)(xν − yν)
(x− y)2
)
dxµdyν (38)
to examine the equivalence between the Berry curvature and Riemann curvature tensor.
4.2 Berry Curvature
We choose the Lie algebras of SO(2, d), L+−, Lab, and Laj. The index j is either + or
−. The number of non-trivial components is 1 for L+−, d(d− 1)/2 for Lab, and 2d for
Laj. The sum of all numbers gives the degrees of freedom of SO(2, d):
1 +
d(d− 1)
2
+ 2d =
d2 + 3d+ 2
2
=
(d+ 2)(d+ 1)
2
= Cd+22 . (39)
The La± is the eigenvector of the modular Hamiltonian with the eigenvalue ±1 respec-
tively.
A matrix representation of the modular Hamiltonian is given by
Hmod = −4piL+−, (40)
where
(L+−)cd;jk = −i(η+jη−k − η+kη−j)ηcd; (41)
the derivative of the modular Hamiltonian is given by (according to their eigenvalues
(9)):
∂µ,xHmod ∼ 2piieµa−La−; ∂µ,yHmod ∼ 2piieµa+La+. (42)
To obtain the Berry curvature in the matrix representation, we use the commutator
relation
[Laj, Lbk] = i(ηabLjk + Labηjk), (43)
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where
(Lab)cd;jk = −i(ηacηbd − ηadηbc)ηjk. (44)
We can calculate
ea−µ e
b+
ν [La−, Lb+] = i(2gµνL−+ + e
a−
µ e
b+
ν Labη−+). (45)
to determine the coefficient (α, see below) due to the numerical factor (42) between the
derivative of the modular Hamiltonian and the generator Lai. More explicitly, it can be
determined by comparing (45) and [∂µ,yHmod, ∂ν,xHmod]. Because the metric appears,
an overall sign for the metric will change the coefficient (note that [∂µ,yHmod, ∂ν,xHmod]
is independent of the metric). The coefficient is α = 1 for CFT1 and α = −1 for the
higher-dimensional CFTs.
The Berry curvature is:
(Rµ+ν−)ρ;jσ;k ≡ ([Dµ,y, Dν,x])ρ;jσ;k
= − α
4pi2
([∂µ,yHmod, ∂ν,xHmod])ρ;j
σ;k
= −αeµa+eνb−([La+, Lb−])ρ;jσ;k
= −iαeµa+eνb−(ηabL+− + Labη+−)ρ;jσ;k. (46)
Only when j = k = ±, the Berry curvature does not vanish. The non-trivial components
of the Berry curvature is written in terms the metric, given by:
(Rµ+ν−)ρ;−σ;− = −α(gµνδρσ + gµρδνσ − gµbηbσηνρ);
(Rµ+ν−)ρ;+σ;+ = −α(−gµνδρσ + gµagρbηabηνcgcσ − δµσgνρ). (47)
We can also do a contraction to obtain the below equation:
(Rµ+ν−)ρ;−;σ;+ = (Rµ+ν−)ρ;−δ;−gδση−+
= −α
2
(gµνgρσ + gµρgνσ − gµaηabgbσηνρ);
(Rµ+ν−)ρ;+;σ;− = (Rµ+ν−)ρ;+δ;+gδση+−
= −α
2
(−gµνgρσ + gµagρbηabηνσ − gµσgνρ). (48)
It is easy to show the internal symmetry
(Rµ+ν−)ρ;+;σ;− = (Rρ+σ−)µ;+;ν;−, (49)
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the skew symmetry:
(Rµ+ν−)ρ;−;σ;+ = −(Rµ+ν−)σ;+;ρ;− = −(Rν−µ+)ρ;−;σ;+, (50)
and the first (algebraic) Bianchi identity
(Rµ+ν−)ρ;+;σ;− + (Rµ+σ−)ν;−;ρ;+ = 0. (51)
Substituting the metric of the kinematic space into the Berry curvature and Riemann
curvature tensor will show complete agreement in every dimension. We will give an
explicit calculation to the most simple example, CFT1 as a demonstration.
4.3 Riemann Curvature Tensor
The Riemann curvature tensor is given by:
Rρ,iρσ,iσ ,µ,iµ,ν,iν
≡ ∂µ,iµΓρ,iρν,iν ,σ,iσ − ∂ν,iνΓρ,iρµ,iµ,σ,iσ + Γρ,iρµ,iµ,λ,iλΓλ,iλν,iν ,σ,iσ − Γρ,iρν,iν ,λ,iλΓλ,iλµ,iµ,σ,iσ ;
Γµ,iµν,iν ,δ,iδ
≡ 1
2
gµ,iµ,λ,iλ(∂δ,iδgλ,iλ,ν,iν + ∂ν,iνgλ,iλ,δ,iδ − ∂λ,iλgν,iν ,δ,iδ) (52)
in the kinematic space. The ρ direction is for x or y, labeled by the index iρ. For a
comparison between the Riemann curvature tensor and Berry curvature, we directly
calculate
Rρ,iρ,σ,iσ ,µ,iµ,ν,iν ≡ g˜ρ,iρ,δ,iδRδ,iδσ,iσ ,µ,iµ,ν,iν , (53)
where
g˜ρ,iρ,δ,iδ ≡ gρ,iρ,δ,iδηiρiδ , (54)
in which we do not sum over the indices, iρ and iδ. The comparison will show an exact
matching.
4.4 CFT1
We calculate the Berry curvature and Riemann curvature tensor in the kinematic space
of CFT1 and show their equivalence.
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4.4.1 Berry Curvature
The non-vanishing component of the metric is
g0+0− = − 2
(x− y)(x− y) . (55)
We only have one non-trivial component:
(R0+0−)0+0− = 1
2
(g0+0−g0+0− − g0+0−g0+0−η0−0−η0−0− + g0+0−g0−0+)
=
1
2
g0+0−g0−0+
=
2
(x− y)(x− y)(x− y)(x− y) . (56)
4.4.2 Riemann Curvature Tensor
We only have one non-trivial component:
R0+0−0+0− = η+−g0+0−R0−0−0+0− = − 1
(x− y)(x− y)
(
− 2
(x− y)(x− y)
)
=
2
(x− y)(x− y)(x− y(x− y) , (57)
in which we used:
R0−0−0+0−
= ∂0+Γ
0−
0−0− − ∂0−Γ0−0+0−
+Γ0−0+0+Γ0+0−0− + Γ0−0+0−Γ0−0−0−
−Γ0−0−0+Γ0+0+0− − Γ0−0−0−Γ0−0+0−
= ∂0+Γ
0−
0−0− − ∂0−Γ0−0+0− + Γ0−0+0+Γ0+0−0− − Γ0−0−0+Γ0+0+0−
= ∂0+Γ
0−
0−0−
= − 2
(x− y)(x− y) , (58)
where
Γ0−0−0− =
1
2
g0−0+(∂0−g0+0− + ∂0−g0+0− − ∂0+g0−0−) = g0−0+∂0−g0+0−
=
(x− y)(x− y)
2
(
− 4
(x− y)3
)
= − 2
x− y ;
Γ0−0+0− =
1
2
g0−0+(∂0+g0+0− − ∂0+g0+0−) = 0;
Γ0−0+0+ = 0. (59)
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Hence Riemann curvature tensor matches the Berry curvature in the kinematic space
of CFT1.
5 CFT1 and Higher-Dimensional CFTs
In this section, we compare CFT1 to the higher-dimensional CFTs for the OPE block
of a stress tensor. In CFT1, the stress tensor is given by the Virasoro generator L−2.
The solution of the OPE block is checked in Appendix B.
5.1 OPE block
The operator product expansion (OPE) of two operators Oj(x1) and Ok(x2) is given
by
Oj(x1)Ok(x2) =
∑
l
Cjkl
(
x1 − x2, ∂
)Ol(x2). (60)
Then we can define the OPE block Bjkl (x1, x2) [11] as below
Oj(x1)Ok(x2) ≡ |x1 − x2|−∆j−∆k
∑
l
Cjkl
(
x1 − x2, ∂
)
Bjkl (x1, x2), (61)
where ∆j and ∆k are the scaling dimensions of the operators Oj and Ok respectively.
5.2 Solution for CFT1
When we consider CFT1, the OPE block satisfies [23]
z2(−∂2z + ∂2t )Bk(τ1, τ2) = −∆k(∆k − 1)Bk(τ1, τ2), (62)
where
t ≡ τ1 + τ2
2
, z ≡ τ1 − τ2
2
, τ1 > τ2 (63)
or
t ≡ τ1 + τ2
2
, z ≡ τ2 − τ1
2
, τ2 > τ1, (64)
and ∆k is the conformal dimension. A solution of the conformal block is
Bk(τ1, τ2) = αk
∫ τ2
τ1
dw
( |w − τ2||w − τ1|
|τ1 − τ2|
)∆k−1
Ok(w), (65)
where αk is an arbitrary constant for each k. The solution is checked in Appendix B.
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5.3 OPE Block of Stress Tensor
The OPE block of a stress tensor in CFT1 is given by
B(τ1, τ2) ∼
∫ τ2
τ1
dw
(τ2 − w)(w − τ1)
τ2 − τ1 T (w), (66)
in which we assume τ2 > τ1. The conformal killing vector in CFT1 is given by
K(w) =
2pi
τ2 − τ1 (τ2 − w)(w − τ1). (67)
Hence the OPE block of a stress tensor becomes
B(τ1, τ2) ∼
∫ τ2
τ1
dw K(w)T (w). (68)
Therefore, we can find that the OPE block of a stress tensor in CFT1 is similar to higher-
dimensional CFTs except for the domain of the integration. In the higher-dimensional
CFTs, the integration of a modular Hamiltonian with a spherical entangling surface is
over the (d − 1)-dimensional spatial region, but the integration in CFT1 is over a 1-
dimensional time region. Hence we do not expect that the OPE block of a stress tensor
in CFT1 can be related to a reduced density matrix [11, 12] as in the CFT2. However,
the OPE block of a stress tensor in CFT1 is still related to the AdS2 Riemann curvature
tensor [23] because the operator dictionary already suggests that a stress tensor is dual
to a bulk operator. Hence the definition of a modular Hamiltonian should be useful for
a generalization of holographic studies in CFTs.
6 Discussion and Conclusion
In this paper, we generalized the construction of the Berry curvature in the kinematic
space [21], associated with a spherical entangling surface. This supplies the geometry
to kinematic space because the algebra of the modular Hamiltonian provides the par-
allel transport and the covariant derivative. We use the commutator of the covariant
derivative to derive the Berry curvature. The Berry curvature has the same properties
as the Riemann curvature: internal symmetry; skew symmetry; first Bianchi identity.
The Berry curvature is also dual to the familiar Riemann curvature tensor in the kine-
matic space. The procedure of the derivation is purely geometric. The algebra also
gives a byproduct for the maximal modular scrambling modes, which relates quantum
entanglement to quantum chaos. Finally, we discuss the difference between CFT1 and
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the higher-dimensional CFTs from the OPE block [11, 12] of a stress tensor.
The geometry of a kinematic space was constructed by symmetry. Therefore, an overall
sign cannot be fixed. In other words, purely kinematic construction cannot determine
the geometry. When we consider the CFT1 case, the co-dimensional two surfaces in the
bulk are a point. The integral geometry implies that the AdS2 geometry should be the
geometry of the kinematic space [23]. The overall sign in the geometry affects the sign
of the Berry curvature. The equivalence between the Berry curvature and Riemann
curvature tensor can occur in both dS2 and AdS2 geometries. Hence determining the
sign should include dynamical information like a bulk reconstruction of equations of
motion. Reconstructing the bulk dynamics of a kinematic space is still a challenging
direction. However, relating the Berry curvature to the Riemann geometry offers an
alternative opinion to the kinematic space.
The algebra of the modular Hamiltonian with a spherical entangling surface shows the
maximally chaotic modular scrambling modes. Because the derivation purely relies on
the algebra, the saturation [27] can be applied to any CFTs with a spherical entangling
surface. This implies that the only information of saturation cannot tell whether a the-
ory is chaotic and holographic. However, chaotic information is not fully determined by
the sensitivity of the initial condition. We still need to calculate other chaos quantities.
This should provide an exploration of a holographic study from the modular chaos [27].
We defined a modular Hamiltonian in CFT1, which has a similar form to the higher-
dimensional CFTs [23]. Because it only has time, one cannot use a division of space to
define a reduced density matrix. Therefore, the modular Hamiltonian of a stress tensor
in CFT1 cannot be defined by a reduced density matrix. However, the variation of the
modular Hamiltonian still shows the variation of the AdS2 geometry [23]. This possibly
implies that the OPE block of a stress tensor is more fundamental than having an
entanglement picture from a holographic picture. Hence it is interesting to generalize
a holographic study of the modular Hamiltonian.
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A Derivation of Algebra of Modular Hamiltonian
The first algebra is
[Hmod, Hmod] = 0. (69)
This is trivially satisfied.
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Now we calculate the second algebra [Hmod, ∂ν,xHmod]. It is equivalent to calculating:
−Kρ∂ρ,w∂ν,xKµ + ∂ν,xKρ∂ρ,wKµ
= − 4pi
2(
(y − x)2)2
×((y − w)2(xρ − wρ)− (x− w)2(yρ − wρ))
×(2(wρ − yρ)δµν + 2ηρν(yµ − wµ) + 2δµρ (xν − wν))
−2 yν − xν
(y − x)2K
ρ∂ρ,wK
µ
+
4pi2(
(y − x)2)2
×((y − w)2δρν − 2(xν − wν)(yρ − wρ))
×(− (y − w)2δµρ + (x− w)2δµρ
−2(yρ − wρ)(xµ − wµ) + 2(xρ − wρ)(yµ − wµ)
)
+2
yν − xν
(y − x)2K
ρ∂ρ,wK
µ
= − 4pi
2(
(y − x)2)2
×((y − w)2(xρ − wρ)− (x− w)2(yρ − wρ))
×(2(wρ − yρ)δµν + 2ηρν(yµ − wµ) + 2δµρ (xν − wν))
+
4pi2(
(y − x)2)2
×((y − w)2δρν − 2(xν − wν)(yρ − wρ))
×(− (y − w)2δµρ + (x− w)2δµρ
−2(yρ − wρ)(xµ − wµ) + 2(xρ − wρ)(yµ − wµ)
)
20
= − 4pi
2(
(y − x)2)2
×(2(y − w)2(xρ − wρ)(wρ − yρ)δµν + 2(y − w)2(xν − wν)(yµ − wµ)
+2(y − w)2(xµ − wµ)(xν − wν)
+2(x− w)2(y − w)2δµν − 2(x− w)2(yν − wν)(yµ − wµ)
−2(x− w)2(yµ − wµ)(xν − wν)
+
(
(y − w)2)2δµν − (y − w)2(x− w)2δµν
+2(y − w)2(yν − wν)(xµ − wµ)− 2(y − w)2(xν − wν)(yµ − wµ)
−2(y − w)2(xν − wν)(yµ − wµ) + 2(x− w)2(yµ − wµ)(xν − wν)
−4(y − w)2(xν − wν)(xµ − wµ) + 4(yρ − wρ)(xρ − wρ)(xν − wν)(yµ − wµ)
= − 4pi
2(
(y − x)2)
×((y − x)2(y − w)2δµν − 2((y − x)2 − (y − w)2 − (x− w)2)(xν − wν)(yµ − wµ)
−2(y − w)2(xν − wν)(xµ − wµ)− 2(x− w)2(yν − wν)(yρ − wµ)
)
= 2pi∂ν,xK
µ, (70)
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in which we used:
∂ν,xK
ρ
= − 2pi
(y − x)2
(
(y − x)2δρν − 2(xν − wν)(yρ − wρ)
)
+
2(yν − xν)
(y − x)2 K
ρ
= − 2pi
(y − x)2
(
(y − x)2δρν − 2(xν − wν)(yρ − wρ)
)
−4pi(yν − xν)(
(y − x)2)2 ((y − w)2(xρ − wρ)− (x− w)2(yρ − wρ))
= − 2pi(
(y − x)2)2
×((y − x)2(y − w)2δρν − 2(y − x)2(xν − wν)(yρ − wρ)
+2(y − w)2(yν − xν)(xρ − wρ)− 2(x− w)2(yν − xν)(yρ − wρ)
)
=
2pi(
(y − x)2)2
×(− (y − x)2(y − w)2δρν + 2(y − x)2(xν − wν)(yρ − wρ)
−2(y − w)2(yν − xν)(xρ − wρ) + 2(x− w)2(yν − xν)(yρ − wρ)
)
=
2pi(
(y − x)2)2
×
(
− (y − x)2(y − w)2δρν + 2
(
(y − x)2 − (y − w)2 − (x− w)2)(xν − wν)(yρ − wρ)
+2(y − w)2(xν − wν)(xρ − wρ) + 2(x− w)2(yν − wν)(yρ − wρ)
)
;
∂ρ,wK
µ
= − 2pi
(y − x)2
×(− (y − w)2δµρ + (x− w)2δµρ
−2(yρ − wρ)(xµ − wµ) + 2(xρ − wρ)(yµ − wµ)
)
. (71)
Hence the second algebra is
[Hmod, ∂ν,xHmod] = −2pii∂ν,xHmod. (72)
The final algebra
[Hmod, ∂ν,yHmod] = 2pii∂ν,yHmod. (73)
can be derived similarly.
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B Solution of OPE Block in CFT1
The OPE block of CFT1 satisfies [7]
z2(−∂2z + ∂2t )Bk(τ1, τ2) = −∆k(∆k − 1)Bk(τ1, τ2), (74)
where
t ≡ τ1 + τ2
2
, z ≡ τ2 − τ1
2
, τ2 > τ1, (75)
and ∆k is conformal dimension. A solution of the OPE block is
Bk(τ1, τ2) = αk
∫ τ2
τ1
dw
( |w − τ2||w − τ1|
|τ1 − τ2|
)∆k−1
Ok(w), (76)
where αk is a constant for each k.
Now we check the solution: ( |w − τ2||w − τ1|
|τ1 − τ2|
)∆k−1
=
(
(τ2 − w)(w − τ1)
τ2 − τ1
)∆k−1
=
(−w2 + w(τ2 + τ1)− τ1τ2
τ2 − τ1
)∆k−1
=
(−w2 + w(τ2 + τ1)− τ1τ2
τ2 − τ1
)∆k−1
=
(−w2 + 2wt+ z2 − t2
2z
)∆k−1
=
(
z
2
− t
2
2z
+
wt
z
− w
2
2z
)∆k−1
;
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∂z
[( |w − τ2||w − τ1|
|τ1 − τ2|
)∆k−1]
= (∆k − 1)
(
1
2
+
t2
2z2
− wt
z2
+
w2
2z2
)(
z
2
− t
2
2z
+
wt
z
− w
2
2z
)∆k−2
;
∂2z
[( |w − τ2||w − τ1|
|τ1 − τ2|
)∆k−1]
= (∆k − 1)
(
− t
2
z3
+
2wt
z3
− w
2
z3
)(
z
2
− t
2
2z
+
wt
z
− w
2
2z
)∆k−2
+(∆k − 1)(∆k − 2)
(
1
2
+
t2
2z2
− wt
z2
+
w2
2z2
)2(
z
2
− t
2
2z
+
wt
z
− w
2
2z
)∆k−3
;
∂t
[( |w − τ2||w − τ1|
|τ1 − τ2|
)∆k−1]
= (∆k − 1)
(
− t
z
+
w
z
)(
z
2
− t
2
2z
+
wt
z
− w
2
2z
)∆k−2
;
∂2t
[( |w − τ2||w − τ1|
|τ1 − τ2|
)∆k−1]
= −(∆k − 1)1
z
(
z
2
− t
2
2z
+
wt
z
− w
2
2z
)∆k−2
+(∆k − 1)(∆k − 2)
(
− t
z
+
w
z
)2(
z
2
− t
2
2z
+
wt
z
− w
2
2z
)∆k−3
;
z2
(− ∂2z + ∂2t )( |w − τ2||w − τ1||τ1 − τ2|
)∆k−1
= (∆k − 1)
(
t2
z
− 2wt
z
+
w2
z
− z
)(
z
2
− t
2
2z
+
wt
z
− w
2
2z
)∆k−2
+(∆k − 1)(∆k − 2)
×
(
− z
2
4
− t
4
4z2
− 3w
2t2
2z2
− w
4
4z2
+
t2
2
− wt+ w
2
2
+
wt3
z2
+
w3t
z2
)
×
(
z
2
− t
2
2z
+
wt
z
− w
2
2z
)∆k−3
= −2(∆k − 1)
(
z
2
− t
2
2z
+
wt
z
− w
2
2z
)∆k−1
−(∆k − 1)(∆k − 2)
(
z
2
− t
2
2z
+
wt
z
− w
2
2z
)∆k−1
= −∆k(∆k − 1)
(
z
2
− t
2
2z
+
wt
z
− w
2
2z
)∆k−1
. (77)
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Hence we conclude that the solution satisfies the below equation
z2(−∂2z + ∂2t )Bk(τ1, τ2) = −∆k(∆k − 1)Bk(τ1, τ2). (78)
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